
 

November 10, 2014 

Global Financial Markets 
 
Global equities markets rallied for a third week, boosted strong economic data releases in the US and the Bank of Japan’s 
unexpected additional stimulus measures. Meanwhile, US Treasury prices fell due to risk-on sentiment following the BoJ’s 
unexpected stimulus measures and positive economic data from the US. These factors also contributed to the US Dollar’s 
continued appreciation against the Euro. The EUR/USD pair fell 1.11% to close at 1.239 from 1.253 last week. 
  
Global Equities 
 
Global equities rose for the third 
consecutive week, buoyed by a 
strong US economic data, the Bank 
of Japan’s unexpected 
announcement of additional 
stimulus measures, and the ECB’s 
dovish statement. Global markets 
rallied at the beginning of the week 
following the Bank of Japan’s 
decision to expand their 
quantitative easing (QE) in an effort 
to boost economic activity in the 
country. Meanwhile, ECB President 
Mario Draghi responded to Japan’s 
QE statement with a more dovish 
statement of their own.  

US share prices were buoyed 
mostly by mixed economic data 
releases in the US, but investors 
primarily focused on strong labor 
market releases such as better-
than-expected initial jobless claims 
and a strong national employment 
report released by the Automatic 
Data Processing, Inc., which both 
suggest that labor market 
conditions in the US are steadily 
improving. US share prices also 
rallied following the Bank of Japan’s announcement of additional QE, which lifted annual target for monetary expansion from 60-70 
trillion yen to 80 trillion yen.  

European equities also rallied this week after the Bank of Japan’s announcement and just as ECB President Mario Draghi re-
affirmed the readiness and ability of the ECB to take further steps to spur economic activity in the Eurozone that would stimulate 
growth and boost inflation. Draghi said that the ECB expects to bring the size of its balance sheet to €3 trillion. 

Asian shares declined by country-specific factors including the anticipated release of China’s CPI and PPI figures and lower-than-
expected manufacturing data figure in China. 

Week-on-week, the MSCI World index gained 1.08%, led by the European region, which surged 1.84%. Both major US indices 
increased with the S&P 500 index climbing 1.45% and the Dow Jones Industrial Average index rising 1.68%. Meanwhile, MSCI Asia 
Pacific ex-Japan declined -0.96%.  

Economic data were mixed earlier during the week, but positive releases for the latter part of the week boosted investor sentiment.  

 Reports from the US Commerce Department showed that US consumer spending in the U.S. unexpectedly dropped in 
September—this is the first reduction spending since January 2014. Overall, household spending contracted by 0.2% 
month-on-month, missing market estimates of +0.1%. The drop reflected a sharp decline in purchases of big-ticket 
items such as cars and refrigerators. Meanwhile, inflation-adjusted household spending on durable goods slumped 
1.9% month-on-month, which is the deepest decline since September 2009.  

 Consumer confidence in the US improved to 86.9, versus market estimate of 86.4 in October and previous figure of 
84.6 in September. This is the third consecutive monthly gain and the highest level since July 2007.   

 Construction spending in the US fell for the second consecutive month in September, mainly due to the drop in 
government investment. The 0.4% decline was lower than the 0.7% growth expected for the month. Private spending 
dipped 0.1% to register at its lowest level since October 2013. Public construction spending, on the other hand, was 

30-Oct-14 06-Nov-14 % Change

MSCI World 1,689.22 1,707.53 1.08%

MSCI Europe 112.93 115.01 1.84%

MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 481.63 477.01 -0.96%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 17,195.42 17,484.53 1.68%

S&P 500 1,994.65 2,023.57 1.45%
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down 1.3% as state and local governments decreased investment by 1.4% and as the federal government dropped 
spending by 0.3%.  

 The US trade deficit increased for the month of September, with exports dropping to a five-month low. The USD43 
billion deficit for the month was higher than the expected USD40.2 billion for September as exports fell 1.5% month-
on-month while imports remained at the same level. With the slump in energy prices, US petroleum imports fell 3.2% 
month-on-month to USD26.4 billion, its lowest level in five years. On the other hand, non-petroleum imports reached 
record levels due to a USD2 billion increase in imports of cellphones.  

 Reports from the Automatic Data Processing Inc. (ADP) and forecasting firm Moody’s Analytics showed that US 
companies added 230,000 jobs in October. This figure came in higher than expected by the market at 220,000 
additional jobs. According to the national employment report released by ADP, firms employing between one and 49 
workers added 102,000 employees. Meanwhile, medium-size businesses increased payrolls to 122,000. On the other 
hand, large firms hired 5,000 workers. Service-sector payrolls and manufacturing sectors both added 181,000 and 
15,000 jobs respectively. Meanwhile, construction payrolls increased by 28,000 employees—which is a large hiring 
gain for that sector. 

 Reports from the US Department of Labor showed that new claims for unemployment benefits fell to its second lowest 
level for the year. Initial jobless claims for the week ended November 1 amounted to 278,000, lower than both the 
previous week’s 288,000 and the estimated 285,000. The four-week moving average fell to 279,000, the lowest level 
since 2000. Continuing claims for unemployment benefits also fell to 2.35 million, lower than both the previous week’s 
2.39 million and the forecasted 2.36 million. 
 

Global Bonds  
 

US Treasury prices continued to slide as investors adopted a risk-on 
sentiment following the unexpected stimulus measures by the Bank of 
Japan earlier in the week, which was supported by better than 
expected economic data from the US as the week progressed, 
notwithstanding reports of a decline in oil prices and weak economic 
releases from the Eurozone in the middle of the week. 
  
Week-on-week, the 2-  and 10-year benchmark yields were up 8.04 
and 7.98 basis points to 0.55% and 2.386%, respectively. 
 

Currencies  

The US Dollar appreciated relative to the Euro by the end of this week, 
mostly gaining on a day-to-day basis. The Bank of Japan’s 
announcement of an expansion in its asset-buying program triggered a 
strong dollar at the beginning of the week. Despite reports of a 
construction spending in the US on Wednesday, investors focused 
more on the softer than expected manufacturing activity in the 
Eurozone, leading to further depreciation of the Euro. In the middle of 
the week, weak US data on factory orders and the larger than 
expected trade deficit allowed the Euro to regain traction, but the 
downward revisions to Eurozone growth forecasts and increased 
investor confidence in the dollar following the Republican Party gaining 
control of the US Congress in the midterm elections made the Euro’s 
appreciation short-lived. Better than expected initial and continuing 
jobless claims supported the US Dollar. The EUR/USD pair fell -1.11% 
to close at 1.2386 from 1.2525 last week. 

 

 

The week ahead (November 3 – November 7) 

 

Markets movements for the week were driven by strong labor market data releases, the Bank of Japan’s unexpected additional QE 

measures, and the ECB’s dovish statement. For the coming week, we expect global equities to trade with a downward bias as 

investors may book profits following three straight weeks of gains. US Treasury prices may continue to dip should key economic 

releases such as non-farm payrolls and unemployment rate in the US come out better than expected. However, any weakness in 

the Eurozone indicated by inflation and GDP releases next week may cause investors to shift to safe haven assets, possibly 

causing US Treasury prices to rise. The European economic data releases are also likely to put the Euro under pressure. Positive 

data in the US, coupled with weakness in the Eurozone could further cause declines in EUR/USD performance next week. 

US Treasury Yield Curve

Tenor 30-Oct 6-Nov  +/- bps

3m 0.005 0.020 1.52

6m 0.051 0.051 0.00

2y 0.469 0.550 8.04

5y 1.572 1.674 10.22

10y 2.306 2.386 7.98

30y 3.046 3.103 5.67

Currencies 

31-Oct 7-Nov % Change

USD/PHP 44.880 45.000 -0.27%

EUR/USD 1.2525 1.2386 -1.11%

GBP/USD 1.5995 1.5836 -0.99%

USD/JPY 112.32 115.30 -2.58%

AUD/USD 0.8798 0.8557 -2.74%

USD/CHF 0.9626 0.9720 -0.97%

EUR/CHF 1.20571 1.20387 0.15%

EUR/JPY 140.68 142.81 -1.49%
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Local Financial Markets 
 
The local equities market ended lower this week primarily as investors sold off index heavyweight Philippine Long 
Distance Telephone Co, after the company posted disappointing earnings. On the local fixed income space, bond prices 
declined after October CPI came out higher than expected. 
 
Local Equities  
    

The local equities market started the week strong after the country's Finance 
Undersecretary mentioned that growth in the second half of the year would be 
better than in the first. However, disappointing earnings results from index 
heavyweight Philippine Long Distance Telephone Co (Ticker: TEL) prompted a 
massive sell-off of the stock, dragging the bourse with it. While foreign inflows in 
the property sector buoyed this sell-off, the PSEi was pulled further downwards 
as the MSCI announced an overall down-weight in Philippine stocks. The PSEi 
lost 10.01 points, or 0.14%, to end the week slightly lower at 7,205.72. For the 
week, foreign investors were net sellers at Php0.81 billion. 

 
Holdings 

 During today's listing of Petron Corp's new preferred shares, Ramon S. Ang, president of San Miguel Corp (Ticker: 
SMC), said SMC will construct coal-fired power plants in Davao, Cebu and Bataan. Reportedly, the plants in Davao and 
Bataan will each have a capacity of 900MW, while the plant in Cebu will have an initial capacity of 300MW. Development 
of the former two are said to be ongoing, while the latter one will eventually have a capacity of 900MW. No timetables for 
these projects were openly given by the conglomerate’s president. 

 Metro Pacific Investments Corporation (Ticker: MPI) reported a 15% increase in its core net income for the first nine 
months of 2014, registering at Php6.5 billion. The company also announced a special dividend of 4 centavos per share 
due to the investment of Singapore-based fund GIC in MPI’s hospital group. The dividends will be paid out next month. 

Services 

 Philippine Long Distance Telephone Co (Ticker: TEL) spent P400 million to install underground fiber-optic cables in 
areas affected by Typhoon Yolanda, which plowed through the country late last year. Reportedly, TEL completed two 
fiber-in-the-loop (FITL) areas that will serve both fixed-line and wireless customers. The company's total fiber assets 
exceed 90,000 km, the most extensive network in the country 

 Globe Telecom Inc (Ticker: GLO) and Lopez-owned Bayantel have asked the Court of Appeals to allow the National 
Telecommunications Commission (NTC) to lift a temporary restraining order petition filed by Philippine Long Distance 
Telephone Co (Ticker: TEL). The TRO currently restricts GLO and Bayantel from proceeding with a merger between the 
two companies. GLO had expected to secure the NTC's approval to take over Bayantel in July before TEL sought to 
stop the deal. 

Industrials 

 Megawide Construction Corp, who took control over terminal operations of Mactan-Cebu International Airport (MCIA) 
over the weekend, reiterated its plans to rehabilitate and expand the airport. The Company announced that plans to fix 
the airport would continue even after a group known as Business for Progress Movement asked the Supreme Court 
yesterday to halt the company's progress. The proposal of restraint stemmed from the business group's claim that India-
based GMR, part of the GMR-Megawide consortium who assumed operations of MCIA, did not have the financial 
capacity to undertake the project. Louie Ferrer, chief marketing officer of Megawide, has reportedly asked the company's 
legal team to look into this claim and stated that they will, in the meantime, continue what they have started at the 
airport. 

 Phoenix Semiconductor Philippines Corp, the local arm of one of South Korea-based Samsung's suppliers, pegged its 
final initial public offer price at P3.15 per share. The company is selling roughly 459 million shares and will have a 
market capitalization of P6.82 billion after the offering. The offer period will run from November 10 to November 21, and 
the shares will be listed on the PSE on December 1. Proceeds from the offer will be used to fund the company's 
expansion programs. 

31-Oct 7-Nov % Change

PSEi 7215.73 7205.72 -0.14%

Philippine Stock Exchange Index
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 Philippine Airlines (PAL) and All Nippon Airways (ANA) recently forged a cooperation agreement that aims to provide a 
wide range of products and services that would create synergies between both carries including code share flights 
between the Philippines and Japan, loyalty programs, airport lounge access, joint sales and marketing programs, and 
coordination of airport operations. Jamie J. Bautista, PAL president and chief operating officer, said that this new 
agreement hopes to further strengthen its global network. The new partnership will widen PAL and ANA’s passenger 
base and give travelers better options while boosting economic activity through trade and tourism. 

Energy & Power 

 Pilipinas Shell Petroleum Corp reportedly awarded the engineering and design contract for its proposed offshore 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) storage project in Batangas province. The proposed facility can supply 2,000MW of power 
capacity, with an option to upsize this supply capacity to 5,000MW. However, Edgar O. Chua, the company's chairman, 
stated that the government must come up with a clear energy mix policy that ensure that LNG plants will dispatch to the 
grid. Presently, it is more expensive to produce power via LNG than via other fuel sources like coal. 

 
Philippine Bond Market  
 
On the local fixed income space, bond prices decreased for the week 
after the October CPI print came out a little higher than what the market 
expected. Inflation released by the BSP was 4.3% in October, lower than 
previous month’s 4.4% but higher than market consensus of 4.2%.  Year-
to-date, inflation averaged 4.4%, falling within the central bank’s 3.0-
5.0% target.  Core inflation, which excludes select food and energy 
items, likewise moderated to 3.2% from 3.4% in September.  Slower 
annual increases in prices of food and non-alcoholic beverages, clothing 
and footwear and restaurant drove inflation lower.  However, the 
deceleration was partially offset by higher increases in utilities 
underpinned by an increase in electricity prices.   
 
Week-on-week, yields increased on average by 6.47 basis points.  The 
long-end of the curve jumped the most by 19.19 basis points followed by 
and short-end at 8.8 basis points.  Meanwhile, yields in the belly 
decreased by 2.60 basis points.     
 
 
 
Philippine Peso 
 
The peso depreciated against the US dollar during the week after the Republicans captured control of the Senate in the US mid-
term elections.  Favorable jobs data from the US also supported the greenback as investors priced in an earlier-than-expected 
interest rate hike in the US.  Jobless claims in the US dropped to 278,000, lower than market estimate of 285,000 and previous’ 
figure of 287,000.  The USD/PHP currency pair lost 15 centavos throughout the week, to close at 45.03. 
 
The Department of Transportation and Communications (DOTC) is set to bid out a Php14.6 billion operation and maintenance 
(O&M) contract for the Laguindingan airport next month. According to Secretary Joseph Emilio Abaya, Laguindingan airport was 
already at capacity by the time it was opened last year. The project would include the development and expansion of the cargo 
terminal building, the runway, and a new passenger terminal building starting the middle of 2016. Abaya said the public private 
partnership (PPP) project would be awarded in the third quarter of next year. 
 
The Philippine government welcomed a US$300 million World Bank loan for the Aquino Administration’s fiscal sustainability and 
governance transparency program. The main focus of the loan will be infrastructure development and the streamlining of business 
registration processes for micro, small and medium enterprises. The loan will fund the government projects with an annual interest 
of less than one percent per year according to Finance Secretary Cesar Purisima. 
 
According to the Department of Finance, consolidated general government debt stood at Php4.5 trillion or 37.3 percent of GDP, six 
percentage point better than the 44.3 percent in 2009 and the lowest level recorded since the Philippines adopted the measurement 
in 1998.  Efforts to improve tax administration and expenditure management have helped ease the Philippines’ tight fiscal situation 
and pare down high debt levels. 
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The week ahead (November 10 – November 14)  
  
We expect the local equities market to trade between 7,070 and 7,373, with foreign outflows to continue into next week, as the 
market encounters tough resistance towards its all-time highs. Residual corporate earnings are expected to continue to be the 
primary market drivers next week. 
 

For the local fixed income market, we expect yields to trade sideways with a slight downward bias on upcoming macroeconomic 
data, which include exports growth in the local front and retail sales in the US.   


